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although this trainer is not certified with battle for middle earth ii to run in a legal manner, it can be used to bypass the official trainer. for those who have already used the official trainer, there is no need to update. if you are using the official trainer, you can use the trainer
below to obtain the "no unit cap" cheat. if you use the trainer below, you must exit the game before using the official trainer to activate the cheat. not sure if this cheat works in all games. ok, first of all, this is my first ever trainer and i've got some feedback for ya. the reason
i'm not making a full guide about creating/upgrading units/structures is because the game is really quite different from the ones you're used to. that said, i'm making a guide because it's fun and we need some form of trainer for the game, no matter how bad it is. here's my
first guide on how to complete the archers tutorial. tutorial: 1. get as many archers as you can. in this tutorial we will aim for 25 archers. also, look at the wiki page for more info on archers. 2. upgrade the archers. when you are finished with the tutorial, you'll have 25 archers
with about 60% health, 90 move speed, 30 damage, and 30% chance of doing 8 damage. 3. upgrade the archers some more. now upgrade your archers to 85% health, 105 move speed, 90 damage, and about 30% chance of doing 12 damage. 4. now we have archers that can
reach you. you'll notice that they can't even get to your main force. however, they can reach the gate, which you'll be fighting in your next tutorial. they can't go through the gate. they can only run up and down the ledge, so be careful when you take your army through the
gate. 5. upgrade the archers again. this time, upgrade them to 100% health, 120 move speed, 90 damage, and about 30% chance of doing 16 damage. 6. you'll notice that they can now get to you. keep in mind that you'll have to have a lot of heroes nearby, and you'll want to
upgrade your heroes to 100% health, 120 move speed, 100 damage, and 70% chance of doing 10 damage. 7. you'll notice that they can't get to you, which is good. upgrade your archers some more. now upgrade them to 140% health, 150 move speed, 90 damage, and about
60% chance of doing 18 damage. 8. keep in mind that they'll be able to run up to the gate and will be able to use the ledge. you'll want to upgrade your heroes to 200% health, 150 move speed, 90 damage, and 80% chance of doing 11 damage. 9. you'll notice that they can't
get to you. upgrade your archers to 175% health, 175 move speed, 70 damage, and about 25% chance of doing 11 damage. 10. now upgrade them to 200% health, 150 move speed, 70 damage, and about 30% chance of doing 11 damage. 11. you'll want to upgrade your
heroes to 200% health, 150 move speed, 90 damage, and 60% chance of doing 10 damage. 12. upgrade your archers to 225% health, 120 move speed, 110 damage, and about 20% chance of doing 12 damage. 13.
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